
If your
international
program has
enjoyed several
years of
competitive
pricing and loose
underwriting you
may want to take
the time to
carefully check
your exposures
and the coverages
you are obtaining
locally. A lack of
underwriting
scrutiny can result
in too little or too
much coverage.

INTERNATIONAL
International program carriers remain stable, and pricing is mixed but
still very competitive for controlled master programs (CMPs). With the
exception of newcomer AXA, the list of international program carriers
accessed in the U.S. has changed little over the last few years. Chartis now
appears as the new name for AIG. AWAC in the U.S. is looking for ways to
enter into the international space. Zurich and AWAC recently entered
the DBA market. Otherwise, the names and roles are familiar. While the
buyers of international programs face a fairly calm and benign
marketplace, they should be aware of several trends in international
coverage:

� Casualty and Property CMPs once dominated the international
program market, but Directors & Officers (D&O), Environmental
and, most recently, Professional Liability are becoming more
common.

� More carriers are showing greater diligence in effecting allocation of
premiums and tax payments on non-admitted placements and non-
admitted compliance.

� There is evidence of aggressive audits for premium tax/FET
violations by authorities in Canada, U.S., Germany, U.K. and France.

� Argentina and China recently introduced mandatory green
insurance requirements.

� Pooling of employee benefits continues to make progress.

MARKET SNAPSHOT

The international carriers accessed in the U.S. that serve multinational
clients can be divided into two tiers according to their appetite for
business, global presence and product range.

Tier I – The top carriers include a broad, worldwide network of centrally
owned, nationally operating insurers; these companies offer the widest
range of products, the underwriting expertise to accept the most difficult
classes of business and the willingness to offer premium allocation
flexibility.

Tier II – These carriers own a limited to moderate geographic spread of
locally based companies, and on the whole offer a limited range of
products. In general, they show some aversion to difficult classes of
business.
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OWNERSHIP

All of the international carriers claim representation in 100 or more countries. Representation can be through separate
affiliated companies or direct ownership. We believe that ownership is important for several reasons:

� Uniform standards and objectives
� Authority to enforce compliance
� Greater centralized influence on coverage terms
� Sharing of resources
� Common technology platform
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INTERNATIONAL MARKETS

Not highlighted in this report are Generali, HDI-Gerling, Mafre, Royal & SunAlliance and QBE. These program carriers
are accessed outside of the U.S. for Controlled Master Programs (CMP).

MARKET TIER U.S. HEADQUARTERED HEADQUARTERED
OUTSIDE U.S.

TIER I CHARTIS ACE

FM GLOBAL* ZURICH

TIER II CHUBB ALLIANZ**

CNA AXA

LIBERTY XL GLOBAL

TRAVELERS***

*Property Only
**Limited Casualty
***Prefers to use its international capabilities in support of or as a lead into a U.S. placement opportunity.

Source: Willis International Practice



� Access to proprietary information, hence improved communication
� Efficiency at every stage
� Enhanced accountability

Most carriers own operations in the major economies where significant premium volumes are written. In
some cases, as much as 90% of the premiums are in countries where they have ownership. For a multinational
in dozens of countries, however, working with a completely owned carrier network is unlikely.

INSURANCE PREMIUM TAXES AND COMPLIANCE

In the 2006 edition of Marketplace Realities, we reported that tax payment systems in Europe had matured
and become part of common insurance business practice. In 2009, we see that compliance and insurance
premium taxes for global and non-admitted placements remain challenges. While Europe is adjusting to these
requirements, the U.S. is lagging behind. At least U.S. clients are beginning to demand more clarity on this
subject, as they understand that without international carrier support, addressing these issues would be
difficult, if not impossible.

Multinationals should be ready to change premium allocations in response to adjustments carriers may make
as they prepare for audits by regulators. Regulators are looking to ascertain if premiums are in proper
relationship to exposures. For many multinationals, current practice involves allocating a nominal $2,500 or
so for the issuance of a local policy. We believe this strategy may be on the way out for regulatory and fiscal
reasons. Such a change would clearly hasten the reallocation of premiums under CMPs.
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INTERNATIONAL CARRIER OWNERSHIP POSITIONS

CARRIER
OWNED

COUNTRIES
NON-AFFILIATED
COUNTRIES

TOTAL
COUNTRIES

ACE 60 100 160

ALLIANZ 75 75 150

AXA 35 75 110

CHARTIS 94 82 176

CHUBB 27 100 127

CNA 14 94 108

FM GLOBAL 35 80 115

LIBERTY 24 112 136

TRAVELERS 3 100 103

XL 20 80 100

ZURICH 51 138 189

AS OF SEPTEMBER 1, 2009



In successful cases, often with values-at-
risk above US$100 million or risks out of
local companies’ guidelines, fronting fees
average 5%. We expect that as the market
matures over the next few years, the use
of global program capacity will become
easier.

As local insurance companies are now able
to use their corporate reinsurance treaties,
local capacity has been significantly
increased and co-insurance programs are
appearing on more large risks.

With the introduction of these new
reinsurance treaties outside the control of
the IRB, local insurance carriers are
changing the way they underwrite risks,
using international standards and
guidelines. This has created some
difficulties on renewals for clients and
brokers that were used to having IRB back
up difficult placements in the past.

Brazil continues to be a market where
multinationals will want to protect
officers and directors with local D&O
policies.

INDIA
Indian companies are gradually waking
up to the fact that D&O is a must-have
rather than a should-have cover.
Directors sitting on the board of any
corporation are insisting on D&O
protection. Multinationals operating in
India should do the same. D&O policies
must be local. The limit of liability will
depend on the size of local operations.

Since India is an admitted market, using a
global policy to protect the local directors
and officers is not a legal option. It is not a
practical option either, as the FEMA
(Foreign Exchange Management Act)
does not allow any influx of foreign capital
to pay claims.
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Compliance and taxes will probably
challenge clients, brokers and markets
for years to come. New and creative
solutions to these issues must be
developed. Clients, carriers and brokers
need to be on the same page if
measurable progress is going to be made.
We are still a long way from a consistent
industry position.

LOCAL ISSUES

Multinationals need to be keenly aware
of local developments that impact the
way business is conducted in countries
around the world. Here is a review of
some key developments.

BRAZIL
For more than 69 years, reinsurance in
Brazil was controlled by the IRB-Brasil-
Re SA (IRB), the state-owned reinsurer.
On January 15, 2007, in a significant and
long-awaited move, Brazil’s vice-
president Jose Alencar signed Law
126/2007 opening up the local
reinsurance market. The market officially
opened on April 17, 2008, presenting
opportunities and challenges to brokers,
insurance carriers and reinsurers.

The market opening process is slow, as
the reinsurers able to act as a vehicle to
global program capacity must be
registered in Brazil.

In theory, local insurance companies can
now front for global programs placed
outside of Brazil through facultative
reinsurance via locally registered
markets. However, this has been rather
difficult to accomplish, with local
companies often prioritizing the
retention of risks within their own
automatic reinsurance treaty contracts,
and local insurers and registered
reinsurers unwilling to act as purely
fronting vehicles.



over several categories. Time will tell how
successful the implementation will be.

A revised national insurance law was
passed this year, effective October 1, 2009.
The new law aims to provide better
protection for insureds and reinforce
controls on insurers. The changes should
mostly benefit international companies
doing business and insuring their
interests in China.

MORAL DAMAGES
IN LATIN AMERICA

The landscape surrounding awards for
injury continues to change internationally,
and while keeping track of all
developments is close to impossible, it is
worth noting that in several Latin
American countries legislation regarding
suffering and affliction is being
aggressively pursued.

The concept of moral damages has
its origins in the French legal doctrine
(Napoleonic Code), where it is known as
dommages morales. Daño moral, as it is
known in Spanish, is drawing interest in
Latin American countries, where the
concepts of liability and award levels have
been significantly at odds with those
in the U.S. Moral damages consist of the
pain, anguish, physical or spiritual
suffering inflicted on a victim by a harmful
event.

In Brazil, specific legislation (Civil Law
Article 953) addresses moral damages.
Indemnities awarded for pain and
suffering are independent of bodily injury
or material damage and, where the
affected party cannot prove material
damages, the judge will set the value of the
indemnity based on the circumstances of
the event. Judges are empowered to
decide the value of moral damages
indemnity as well, taking into
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CANADA
On January 1, 2010, amendments to Part XIII
of the Insurance Companies Act (ICA) will go
into effect. Regardless of the location of the
policyholder or risks or class of business, all
coverage written in Canada will be subject to
federal requirements for reporting and
funding. At the same time, the exemption for
Marine insurance will be removed, and
insurers writing marine risks will be subject
to Part XIII of the ICA. However, these
amendments do not apply to tax systems.
Payment of premium tax will continue to be
based on location of risk. The Office of the
Superintendent of Financial Institutions
(OSFI) will apply a revised federal regulatory
framework to assess the business of foreign
insurers or reinsurers in Canada.

The number of premium tax audits on
corporations by various authorities across
Canada has dramatically increased in the
last two years. This trend, along with the
upcoming amendments to the ICA, reinforces
Willis’ position that corporations should take
care to consider the tax implications of their
insurance placements covering Canadian
risks and involve a Canadian broker at the
outset of the renewal process.

CHINA
In February 2009, China’s national
environmental watchdog agency announced
the introduction of a compulsory green
insurance system designed to ensure that
companies have adequate financial resources
to address their environmental liabilities and
obligations. The program will be
implemented in phases, starting with the
industries at highest risk, such as the
chemical and hazardous waste sectors. It is
expected to take full effect by 2015.

In July 2009, the Suzhou Insurance
Association (SIA) issued a notice aiming to
regulate the Property insurance market in
Suzhou territory by establishing minimum
Property premium rates effective August 1,
2009. The new rates will be applied variously



consideration circumstances, proportion of responsibility and the economic and social
positions of both plaintiff and defendant.

The Brazilian Consumer Code and the Federal Constitution also contain specific articles
about moral damages. Examples of cases where moral damages may apply include those
involving laboratory test errors, false information or statements, bad checks, delays in
handling documents, breach of a house refurbishing contract and removal of body remains
without family consent.

We have no specific data on claim volumes, but we have observed an increase in claims of
this nature, as well as an increase in awards. Awards vary between US$1,000 and
US$1,000,000.

General and Auto Liability insurers provide moral damages cover separately from the main
limit and at an additional cost. The cover, however, is normally limited to pain and suffering
from accidents that result in bodily injury. For D&O and Employment Practices Liability
(EPL), cover for moral damages is normally included in the main limit.

In Colombia, families have started civil proceedings to recoup losses sustained in traumatic
events. The most publicized case involved a prince-and-the-pauper story where two babies
were given to the wrong mothers and grew up in opposite socio-economic circumstances.
Several lawyers have actively pursued clients and encouraged them to seek significant sums
of money. Judgments can come slowly as defendants counter arguments and fight to reduce
awards.

Chile recognizes the concept of moral damages, and insurance policies typically include
coverage within the policy limit.

Mexico’s legal framework follows the Napoleonic Code and recognizes suffering and moral
damages. However, in practice, injuries and loss of income are covered through the Mexican
Social Security Institute (IMSS), and courts do not recognize any form of suffering.

In Central America, most national legal systems do not allow the simple pursuit of civil
damages for injury, lesser still for moral damages – for now. It will be important to monitor
the region to ensure clients are properly aware of the exposures they face and are
properly protected.

DEFENSE BASE ACT COVERAGE
This market is still dominated by Chartis, with CNA, ACE and Chubb very active. Zurich in
recent years has entered into this space, and most recently AWAC has been licensed.

CAPTIVE FRONTING PROGRAMS

The cast of carriers offering fronting programs and the limits they offer remain stable. Most
carriers are able to front in all countries where they have a presence, whether the local office
is owned or affiliated.

As carriers expand their capabilities we are seeing a more competitive environment for these
programs, but security requirements for the insurers for whom they front remain stringent.
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INTERNATIONAL
POOLING AND
BENEFITS CAPTIVES

After decades of steady development,
multinational pooling has become a tool for
some 3,000 multinational companies around
the world. These vehicles offer economy of
scale and can help ensure compliance,
consistency and competitiveness for local

* Excludes the U.S. and only applies to non-U.S. companies (Liability only)

CARRIER
MAXIMUM
FRONTING
LIMITS

SECURITY
REQUIREMENTS

GUARANTEED
CASH FLOW
(STANDARD
TERMS)

CAPTIVE
FRONTING
PROGRAMS

ACE
Property/$500M
Liability/$50M

Committee
Approval

Paid by the
25th,
out the 15th of
following month

U.S. – 50
ROW – 40

ALLIANZ
Property/$500M
Liability/$10M*

S&P AA Rated
Committee
Approval

30 Days
U.S. – 30
ROW – 230

AXA
Property/$300M
Liability/$25M

Committee
Approval

None 122

CHARTIS
Property/$900M
Liability/$50M

Committee
Approval

25 days
selected
countries

U.S. – 42
ROW – 358

FM GLOBAL Property/$2B
Committee
Approval

None 80

XL
Property/$300M
Liability/$60M

If any—subject to
review by Credit
Security Office
(CSO)

None 61

ZURICH
Property/$500M
Liability/$25M

Committee
Approval

5 days owned,
30-60 days
affiliated

U.S. – 50
ROW – 150

FRONTING CARRIERS
AS OF SEPTEMBER 1, 2009

Source: Willis International Practice

benefits plans. Multinationals are choosing among nine main
providers of multinational pooling networks:

� Chartis
� All Net
� Insurope
� Generali
� IGP
� ING
� Maxis
� Swiss Life
� Zurich
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Meanwhile, interest in transitioning from
multinational pooling to a captive
arrangement has increased significantly over
the past five years. While all networks have
knowledge and opinions about captive
solutions, only a few have proven solutions.
Less than 50 companies have implemented
employee benefits captive solutions. In those
cases, multinationals and advisers have
worked hand in hand to ensure captive
feasibility and determine premium volume,
frictional costs, lines of cover and claim
statistics.

In response to the interest in captive
structures, the pooling networks have
developed pooling solutions that transition all
or most risk to the multinationals. Narrowing
the difference between multinational pooling
and captive solutions has sparked
competition. For more on the use of captives
for benefits in the U.S., see the Marketplace
Realities piece on captives.

STRATEGIES
FOR 2010

In the current market, we expect that some
multinationals may consider restructuring
their international programs, but most will
continue to do what they are already doing.
Multinationals with CAT exposures may
consider splitting their program between the
U.S. and the rest of the world. This would
allow them to access additional carriers.

Competition between international and local
carriers is likely to continue. Multinationals
whose overseas subsidiaries might attract
local competitive pricing will have to carefully
weigh the pros and cons of opting out of global
programs. This is less of an issue for
multinationals who exert close management
control of their overseas operations.

Many multinationals are fairly relaxed
about laws requiring admitted policies,
thinking that because fines have been
minimal there is no compelling reason to
place a local policy. Those companies may
want to rethink their stance as the stakes
are rising. We hear reports that Russia is
stopping non-admitted loss payments
into their country and in China, engaging
in commercial insurance activities with a
non-admitted insurer can be a criminal
and/or civil offense. In circumstances
where it is not a criminal offense, the
Chinese Insurance Supervision and
Administration Department may
confiscate all illegal gains and impose
a fine.

If your international program has
enjoyed several years of competitive
pricing and loose underwriting you may
want to take the time to carefully check
your exposures and the coverages you are
obtaining locally. A lack of underwriting
scrutiny can result in too little or too
much coverage. Work closely with your
insurance adviser to assess where you
stand. This will put you ahead of the curve
when the market hardens.

CONTACT

Claude F. Gallello
Managing Director
Willis International
212 915 7745
claude.gallello@willis.com
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